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Abstract: The aim of this essay is to describe the historical context that contributed to the fact that Portuguese physician Ignácio Caetano AfonsoPão, born in Portuguese India (XVIII century), had both knowledge of conventional medicine (taught by physicians from Portugal) and Ayurveda (taught by natives Indians) that allowed him to heal his patients more effectively.
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1. Introduction

The "Old Goa" founded in the XV century by the Sultanate of Bijapur was conquered by Afonso de Albuquerque, in 1510. Thus, from the XVI century, the Portuguese came into contact with Indian culture, having compiled several books on medicinal substances in Portuguese India, such as "Suma Oriental" Medicine (by Tomé Pires), "Colloquiums of Simple and Drugs of India" (by Garcia da Orta) [1]. In the XVI century, in the College of St. Paul of the Arches, in Goa (capital of the Portuguese State in India), the Jesuits taught medicine together with theology, mathematics, astronomy, etc. The administration of the Royal Hospital of Goa, founded by Afonso de Albuquerque, was also carried out by the Jesuits. This hospital enjoyed a high reputation until the late XVII century [2]. Meanwhile, between 1580 and 1640, the Portuguese Crown under the Spanish rule, lost the wealth of Portuguese India, which contributed to the decay of the medical-sanitary conditions with which the patients were treated at the Royal Hospital of Goa. Furthermore, the commercial competition of the Dutch and British also contributed to the decadence of this Hospital. With the independence of 1640, the Portuguese Crown decided to elect Brazil as the main Portuguese to which spices of Portuguese India were sent in order to compete with the Dutch and British [3]. So, this essay intends to show the contribution of the Portuguese and Goan physician Ignácio AfonsoPão for conventional medicine and Ayurveda, in Portuguese India (XVIII century).

2. Methods

In this brief communication, the 16 main books and scientific articles were selected, based on the "impact factor", in order to give the reader a global idea on the subject in question, but maintaining the scientific rigor.

3. AfonsoPão and the practice of conventional Medicine and Ayurveda, in Portuguese India (XVIII century)

From the XVI century, the contact with Western culture led to the emergence of unknown diseases in India, such as syphilis, tuberculosis, for which Ayurveda does not have a response as effective as conventional medicine [4]. Thus, particularly under British rule, the teaching and practice of Ayurveda declined [5].

On the other hand, in 1678, Cistóvão de Sousa Coutinho asked the Portuguese king, "two or three masters" to teach conventional medicine to natives of Portuguese India, due to the degradation of the conditions mentioned, in the Royal Hospital. At this time, this hospital was headed by Indian natives, with poor preparation in conventional medicine [6]. In 1759, several epidemics also devastated the population of "Old Goa" which led the Portuguese Viceroy to move to Pangim ("New Goa"). So, the "Old Goa" lost the official capital status of the Portuguese state of India, in 1843. In 1703, the physician Cipriano Valadares went to Goa in order to teach conventional medicine at the Royal Hospital. In 1735, the Portuguese physician Luis da Costa of Portugal studied the causes of the epidemics of Portuguese India and implemented a rudimentary course of conventional medicine. He examined AfonsoPão who was the first Goan native to obtain a doctor's degree and so, he is known as the "Aesculapius of Goa" [7]. Furthermore, in 1785, the physician Francisco Barroso da Silva continued to practice and teach conventional medicine at the Royal Hospital of Goa, although the poor training of Indian physicians contributed to the high mortality rates in Portuguese India [8].

In historical terms, Ignácio Caetano AfonsoPão was a Brahmin and chief physician of Portuguese India (XVIII century) who used aloe, ginger, opium, sandalwood - medicinal plants from India used in Ayurveda [9] - to cure diseases of the Eastern Indies (such as military fever) along with allopathic medication. In 1794, due to the high mortality of Portuguese troops [10], AfonsoPão wrote a manuscript titled "Descriptions and Virtues of Medical Roots" on local medical knowledge [11]. Some Indian medicinal roots, such as the "Indian snake root" known as "Rauwolfiaserpentina" and shown in Figure 1, were used for snake bites (sedative), Asian cholera, psychosis treatment, and rheumatism, and so they were very important for Portuguese medicine in India [12].
4. Conclusions

In the XVIII century, the physician Ignácio Caetano Afonso Pão was an example of the influence of Eastern Medicine on Portuguese medicine [13]. It was also a successful case of dialogue and exchange of information between Indian and Portuguese physicians [14], when most of Indian physicians did not share their medical knowledge with other people [15]. This fact allowed Afonso Pão to practice conventional medicine together with Ayurveda, contributing to a more holistic and effective medical practice in the treatment of patients, in the Portuguese India (XVIII century) [16].
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Figure 1: "Indian Snake root" (known as «Rauwolfia Serpentine»)
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